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Rupahi College in its four decade old journey focused its mission of transforming the lives
through spread of modern progressive general education among a rural backward populace
mostly comprising of minorities and Tribals. Catering to the growing aspirations of these
marginal sections, the college strives to offer quality and meaningful transforming tools to lift
lives from the grip of social taboos, evil practices, superstitious beliefs in general and
subjugating women folk further behind burqa with a longer purpose to bear and rear children
without the slightest access to modern civilizing forces like health, hygiene and education.
Thrust has since then been encouraging participation of great students on the vision of enlisting
and empowering these doubly marginalizing class. It is in this field the college plays  a quite
significant  roles as today the  girls students stand  shoulder to shoulder with their male
counterparts not only numbers but also in both curricular and co curricular excellence. The
continuous and concerted afford bore first this year when the girls Kabaddi team beat among
many others, the University team to become university champion for 2018-19.These has been
achieved in spite of initial registration of many by their parents of years practice under a
professional coach and one exposure participation in tournament of similar kind has earned such
success surely because of their great and determination. It was their past a breaking of the glass
ceiling, showing their parents and they would outside their given freedom and a little assistant
those girls can achieve anything and everything. Now the girls out numbers the boys in
enrolment due to constant efforts of the college and get access to higher education in the campus
both in regular and distance mode the college also prepared for opening women study centre to
address the issues and needs of women of its catchments area for their social promotion.


